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Guitar Electronics for Musicians
General Reference

Manual of Guitar Technology
Get your copy of this essential book on guitar care, and instantly improve your
skills in guitar maintenance! Whether you are an aspiring guitar player, or have
played the instrument for many years, you know that learning about guitar
maintenance appears to be intimidating and confusing. This book offers simple
steps to empower you to care for your own guitar. It's no secret that mastering the
guitar is hard work. However, maintaining your guitar is easy, and I will show you
how! You will learn to: Clean Your Guitar Select and Replace Strings Humidify Your
Guitar Adjust the Neck, Bridge and Nut Tune Your Guitar Choose a Protective Case
Select a Guitar Stand Choose Guitar Straps and Picks Remember all the good times
you spent with friends trading exciting maintenance tips? I don't. It's not nearly as
fun as learning that classic riff from your favorite band, or comparing alternate
tunings. You buy a guitar to experience music, not to have another item to care
for. However, maintaining your instrument allows you to enjoy the benefits of
ownership for many years to come, and helps you avoid many of the hassles;
costly repairs and the diminished returns of poor sounding guitars. Often, when
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you look for a guitar care book, most appear too daunting, too detailed, and too
expensive. This book is approachable, simple and affordable. You love your music.
You love your guitar. Make it last. Scroll Up and Order your copy Today!

The Stratocaster Manual
(Guitar Educational). Doug Redler has been a guitar tech to the Black Crowes, k.d.
lang, the Dixie Chicks, the B-52s, Paul Simon, Goo Goo Dolls, Counting Crows,
Peter Gabriel, and many other stars. He's seen it all, and knows what to do when it
comes to keeping guitars and amps healthy. In this book, he reveals his trade
secrets so that anyone with some mechanical ability can maintain their own gear.
Co-authored by Hal Leonard guitar historian Dave Rubin, this book covers: guitar
tech toolbox, proper stringing techniques, evaluating the guitar neck, setting the
action, adjusting the pickups, basic bass guitar set-up, tales from the road,
humidity and acoustic guitars, amp care and maintenance, and more!

Acoustic Guitar Care 101
This guide will use photographs, diagrams and sketches made by the author and
some provided by various manufacturers to teach how to clean, condition, adjust
the action and properly intonate your acoustic guitar, as well as: John's trade
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secrets on hand-carving bone nuts and bridge saddles, wiring and fretwork. John
has also included a chapter on identifying and diagnosing problem guitars. It even
includes a forward written by Bob Taylor of Taylor Guitars. This book is perfect to
teach a beginner or a reference for the guitar repair professional.

Make Your Own Electric Guitar
SQUIER ELECTRICS: 30 YEARS OF FENDER'S BUDGET GUITAR BRAND

Classic Guitar Construction
This is the ultimate hands-on, how-to manual devoted to the famous Gibson Les
Paul, updated with the latest models and guitar tech advice. This book is a step-bystep, heavily illustrated guide to everything about Gibson Les Paul guitars! It shows
owners and dreamers the basics of selecting and buying your guitar, how to use it,
and how to keep it rocking once you have one. Let world-renowned guitar expert
Terry Burrows be your guide to this awesome instrument. Gorgeous shots of
Gibson Les Paul guitars and guitar parts, alongside images of well-known musicians
playing Gibson Les Pauls, make this a book no fan will want to miss!

The Les Paul Manual
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An introductory guide that explains how to choose, use, maintain, and improve any
electric guitar; includes a plastic sheet of snap-out guitar tools.

The Acoustic Guitar
An invaluable manual for every guitarist - amateur or professional. Filled with
practical instructions explaining how to keep the guitar in top condition, how to
carry out repairs and what to look for when buying a new guitar. Suitable for
electric or acoustic guitar.

The Art of Lutherie
Gibson SG Manual - Includes Junior, Special, Melody Maker and
Epiphone models
John Carruthers, legendary guitar builder and repair guru to the stars, has teamed
up with Alfred to produce this ultimate beginner's guide to guitar repair and
maintenance. Comprehensive, step-by-step instructions and close-up shots clarify
how to set the action for ultimate playability, adjust for bulletproof intonation, and
keep any guitar in top condition for a lifetime. This book & DVD also includes steps
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on setting up and adjusting Floyd Rose tremolo systems, soldering and maintaining
electronics, the proper way to remove and install strings on both standard guitars
and Floyd Rose systems, and exact specs for the action, nut action, and truss rod
adjustments of electric guitars, acoustics, and 4- and 5-string basses. 80 pages.

Violin-making, as it was and is
For some, it is not enough to buy a guitar--the challenge of designing and handmaking a unique, customized instrument is the dream. Since 1986, these people
have turned to one book: Make Your Own Electric Guitar. Written in a clear, relaxed
style, it covers every facet of guitar design and construction, as well as electronic
theory and practice, and full woodworking and wiring techniques--all supported
with plenty of photos and diagrams. Now in a revised and expanded edition, Make
Your Own Electric Guitar will enable any musician or enthusiast with basic
woodworking skills to create a uniquely valuable instrument.

How to Make Your Electric Guitar Play Great!
Absolutely everything on the repair, set-up, restoration and construction of
acoustic and electric guitars. Hundreds of illustrations. A must for every true
guitarist.
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The Poetry Home Repair Manual
Covers set-up, maintenance, tuners, acoustic adjustments, nut replacement, fret
dressing, refretting, guitar electronics, finish application and repair, and useful
tools.

Guitarist's Guide to Maintenance & Repair
Complete Guitar Repair
Acoustic Guitar Manual
D. I. Y. Guitar Repair
Fender Bass Manual
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Fret Work
by Paul Balmer This manual covers the Fender Bass guitars in detail, explaining
how to maintain them, set them up to get the best sound, and repair them when
things go wrong or damage occurs. Leo Fender s design concept based on his own
Telecaster guitar was the first large-scale production bass guitar and changed the
sound of popular music forever. Superbly illustrated and designed, this manual
includes case studies of key models everything from the Bass VI to a Fretless Jaco
Pastorious Jazz model.

An Introduction to Scientific Guitar Design
"Everything you need to start confidently working on your own guitars is right
here." Learn how to do great guitar setups time and time again with this easy to
follow, step-by-step manual. With expert tips, clear instruction over 100 photos,
you will gain the understanding on how to fine-tune your guitar to play it's best.
Makes an excellent starter book or reference for budding professionals. ***Now
updated and expanded with additional content including a section on restringing,
neck shimming, scale length determination and new images!*** Included in the
book: An 8 step method on setting up your electric or acoustic guitar How to adjust
Fender style tremolo's, Gibson hard-tails, Floyd Rose and other floating bridge
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types How to adjust the saddle on your acoustic steel string or nylon string guitar
How to file nut slots Setup spec's for electric, acoustic, classical and bass guitar
Manufacturer's setup spec's from Fender, Gibson, Ibanez, Jackson, Gretsch and
others Exclusive setup specifications from the author's best playing guitars A
handy measurement conversion chart REVIEWS Praise for Jonny Blackwood: "I have
related and referred to Jonny's guidance many times over the years and I can truly
say that I wouldn't have gotten very far without it." -Daryl Chonka, guitar tech for
Randy Bachman (The Guess Who & BTO), recording engineer, recording &
performing artist "Everything you need to start confidently working on your own
guitars is right here." -Andrew deGroot, factory certified guitar tech and luthier,
Stang Guitars "The importance of a great setup can't be overstated. This is a
perfect guide for those starting out in the craft, and a great general reference to
keep around. Jonny lays out all the info needed to setup your guitar like a pro,
without any confusing clutter. You're in great hands." -Cory Newman, Luthier, C.A.
Newman Guitars "Jonny knows his stuff, does great work and is respectful to those
of us whose greatest guitar work will be performed in our own minds." -Scott
McKeen, former city councillor of Edmonton and journalist, The Edmonton Journal
Books available from the author (paperback and kindle edition): How to Setup Your
Guitar Like A Pro: An Easy Guide for Beginners How to Build & Setup Guitar Kits like
a Pro: An Easy Guide for Bolt-on Neck Guitars How to Start and Run a Successful
Guitar Repair Business: Practical Tips for the New Entrepreneur
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Guitar Setup, Maintenance & Repair
Introduced in 1961, the Gibson SG is Gibson’s biggest-selling guitar of all time, and
is synonymous with Angus Young (AC/DC lead guitarist), Tony Iommi (Black
Sabbath) and Robby Krieger (The Doors). The SG was originally produced as a
more easily manufactured ‘mass-production’ version of the Les Paul, sales of which
were diminishing at the time, but the solid-bodied SG (‘Solid Guitar’) soon became
a revered instrument in its own right. Superbly illustrated and designed, this
manual includes case studies of key models – everything from a vintage SG ‘Les
Paul’ to a 2011 SG 50th Anniversary model – but also gives appropriate attention
to today’s affordable Epiphone versions, Specials, Juniors and Melody Makers.

Guitar Repair
Covers set-up, maintenance, tuners, acoustic adjustments, nut replacement, fret
dressing, refretting, guitar electronics, finish application and repair, and useful
tools

The Complete Guide to Guitar and Amp Maintenance
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Alfred's Teach Yourself Guitar Repair & Maintenance
Absolutely everything on the repair, set-up, restoration and construction of
acoustic and electric guitars. Hundreds of illustrations. A must for every true
guitarist.

Complete Guitar Repair
“Everything you need to maintain, set up and protect your guitar.” Cleaning &
Restringing – Setups & Adjustments – Care & Storage – Minor Repairs “Complete
Guitar Care & Maintenance, The Ultimate Owners Guide” is the essential care
guide for guitar owners everywhere. Filled with over 170 pages of step-by-step
instruction, 300 images and diagrams, and a plethora of exclusively derived
specifications and manufacturers' recommendations. You will have everything you
need to maintain any guitar, no matter what your experience level. Get the lowdown on instrument cleaning and preservation. Improve the performance and
sound of your guitar with simple adjustments. Take your setup skills to the next
level with precision neck adjustments, string height adjustments (bridge saddle
and nut), pickup height adjustments, intonation, and more. Do minor repairs, fix
electronics, and other common issues with total confidence. Learn about guitar
care, such as humidity and storage. Use the included cut-out tool templates to
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broaden your guitar setup prowess. This is a complete reference manual, perfect
for players, collectors and budding professionals alike. Written to be simple,
accessible, streamlined, and easy to follow. Pertains to electric, acoustic, classical,
and bass guitars. From your friends at blackwoodguitarworks.com and the Guitar
Setup Pro App. Included in the book: · How to maintain your guitar for peak
performance & longevity · How to clean, polish and store the guitar for long-term
protection · How to restring the guitar properly · How to set up electric, acoustic &
bass guitars · How to adjust neck relief (bow) for optimum playability · How to
adjust string height for your playing style and guitar type · How to file nut slots,
adjust pickup height and set the intonation accurately · How to adjust Fender-style
tremolo's, Gibson hard-tails, Floyd Rose and other floating bridge types · How to
adjust the saddle on your acoustic steel string or nylon string guitar · How to solder
and repair electronics · How to replace jacks, switches, and pickups ·
Manufacturer's setup specs from Fender, Gibson, Ibanez, Jackson, Gretsch and
others · Exclusive setup specifications from the author's best playing guitars &
basses · Cut-out templates for radius gauges, under-string radius gauges & an
action ruler · An extensive troubleshooting section · A library of common wiring
diagrams · A handy measurement conversion chart · And much more!

Inside Tube Amps
(Technical Reference). A must for instrument owners, this guide provides
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illustrated step-by-step instructions for bow rehairing, repair and restoration of the
violin, viola, cello and string bass. Features more than 100 richly detailed
illustrations!

Guitar Player Repair Guide
Recently appointed as the new U. S. Poet Laureate, Ted Kooser has been writing
and publishing poetry for more than forty years. In the pages of The Poetry Home
Repair Manual, Kooser brings those decades of experience to bear. Here are tools
and insights, the instructions (and warnings against instructions) that
poets—aspiring or practicing—can use to hone their craft, perhaps into art. Using
examples from his own rich literary oeuvre and from the work of a number of
successful contemporary poets, the author schools us in the critical relationship
between poet and reader, which is fundamental to what Kooser believes is poetry’s
ultimate purpose: to reach other people and touch their hearts. Much more than a
guidebook to writing and revising poems, this manual has all the comforts and
merits of a long and enlightening conversation with a wise and patient old
friend—a friend who is willing to share everything he’s learned about the art he’s
spent a lifetime learning to execute so well.

The Telecaster Guitar Book
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by Paul Balmer Most rock and pop guitarists begin their playing on an acoustic
guitar, and the advent of MTV s Unplugged and improvements in acoustic
amplification mean this once poor relation has returned to centre stage although,
of course, the acoustic guitar has always reigned supreme in classical, flamenco,
folk, delta blues and country music. Superbly illustrated and designed, the manual
includes case studies of key models from a Martin D28 to a Yamaha budget classic
and explains in detail how to set up, maintain and repair most popular types of
acoustic guitar. a must-buy Total Guitar

Complete Guitar Care & Maintenance
(Book). This new version of Tony Bacon's Six Decades of the Fender Telecaster
shows how the world's first commercially successful solidbody electric guitar still
attracts musicians more than 60 years since its birth in California. Today, it is more
popular than ever and for many guitarists has overtaken the Stratocaster as the
Fender to own and play. The Tele is the longest-lived solidbody electric, played by
everyone from Muddy Waters to Keith Richards, from Radiohead to Snow Patrol. Its
sheer simplicity and versatility are vividly illustrated here through interviews with
Jeff Beck, James Burton, Bill Kirchen, John 5, and more. The book is three great
volumes in one: a compendium of luscious pictures of the most desirable Teles, a
gripping story from the earliest days to the latest exploits, and a detailed
collector's guide to every Tele ever made. Packed with pictures of great players,
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collectable catalogs, period press ads, and cool memorabilia, The Telecaster Guitar
Book is the one Tele book that all guitar fans will want to add to their collection.

Building Electric Guitars
New in paperback. Extensively illustrated and written in down-to-earth language,
Haynes Guitar Playing Manual is designed to take the novice guitar player through
from first steps to confident, competent playing, but each chapter can also be read
as a self-contained tutorial in its own right by those who already have some
knowledge and skill. During the writing of this book, the author has recalled his
own problems from his early playing days, some of which have taken many years
and frustrations to resolve, and aimed to provide the reader with answers to many
common stumbling blocks.

How to Setup Your Guitar Like a Pro (Colour Photo Edition)
Constructing a Solid-body Guitar
This book explains step by step, with over 1800 photos and more than 600
illustrations how to layout and build your own electric guitar. Build an entire guitar
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in a small room on a homemade multifunctional work table. Only a router and
some easy-to-make jigs are required to prepare the wood.

Guitar Player Repair Guide
This is the ultimate owner's manual for the world's most popular guitar! This is a
step-by-step, heavily illustrated guide to everything about the legendary Fender
electric guitar, the Stratocaster! It shows owners and dreamers the basics of
selecting and buying Strats; maintenance and repairs such as tuning, setting
intonation, tremolo alignment, fret repairs, and bridge and nut adjustments;
electrical troubleshooting; spur-of-the-moment stage-side fixes; and some basic
"performance" enhancements such as adding "hot rod" Fender and aftermarket
pickups, locking-tremolo nuts, and more. Let world-renowned guitar expert Terry
Burrows be your guide to this awesome instrument. Gorgeous shots of Fender
guitars and guitar parts and images of well-known musicians playing Stratocasters
make this a book no fan will want to miss.

Haynes Guitar Playing Manual
Squier Electrics
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Contemporary Acoustic Guitar Design and Build is for everyone who wants to
understand more about designing and building acoustic guitars using methods
based on the acoustical and engineering sciences and contemporary small
workshop practices. For the first time, the sound output of a guitar is
comprehensively related both theoretically and practically to the instrument's
woodwork, providing a logical and scientific method for designing guitars and real
answers to questions that have challenged luthiers for centuries. Instruments built
using these techniques are measurably more powerful, in-tune, responsive and
playable than just about anything for sale in a music store. The differences are
immediately audible.First time builders and experts alike will find these volumes
invaluable. Building instructions and full sized plans are provided for four different
types of guitar. But the real purpose of these volumes is to provide a design and
build methodology that will allow the reader to construct just about any type of flat
top guitar; the "perfect guitar" for yourself or your customer, using the same
techniques that provide the quality and consistency required by pragmatic luthiers
who make guitars for a living.

Violin Repair Guide
The Art Of Lutherie offers a glimpse into the mind and craft of luthier Tom Bills,
whom many consider to be one of the most talented luthiers today. In this
beautifully written and enjoyable read, Tom elegantly and clearly shares his bestPage 17/21
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kept secrets and methods of custom guitar making - those which make his guitars
favorites among top collectors and players. Tom's unique approach to The Art Of
Lutherie will empower and inspire you to create more than just a guitar, but a truly
unique work of art. The information that is generously shared within this insightful
and timeless work is both practical and applicable. It contains the same hard-won
wisdom that only comes from years of experience and experimentation that Tom
uses in creating his inspiring instruments. Over the years, he has
producedinstruments considered to be some of the bestsounding guitars ever
made. Learning the steps of how to build a guitar is important, but understanding
whymaster luthiers take those steps and make those decisions can empower you
to make your own educated choices. This will allow you to create unique guitars,
and the world needs your art, your guitars - your important contribution. The Art Of
Lutherie, a truly unique and inspiring guide, can prepare you to reach new heights
when designing and creating unique guitars. It is not often I heap such lavish
praise on people; however, Tom is in this case more than deserving: I know of no
other luthier whose work I respect more. Tom knows his craft inside and out; he
pours his soul into every guitar he makes; heuses cutting-edge science to guide his
work, and it showsas head of Artist Relations and Product Development at Mel Bay,
it gives me great pleasure topublish Tom's work, which will no doubt take the art of
lutherie to a new level. I hope you'll spend some time soaking in this book - it will
certainly augmentyour musicality - Collin Bay. Includes access to online video
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Acoustic Guitar Owner's Manual
(Music Sales America). Scales, exercises, rock and blues progressions for all grades
in all the important keys. Standard notation and tablature plus full color note-finder
poster are included. Chapters include: systems analysis * scales in open position *
scales in closed position one octave scales * and scales in closed position two
octave scales.

Martin Repair Manual
(String Letter Publishing). Acoustic guitarists can now better understand their
instruments, preserve and protect their value, and get the sounds they really want,
thanks to this new book from the experts at Acoustic Guitar magazine. This
indispensable guide begins by acquainting players with their instruments and
laying to rest some pervasive guitar myths, then proceeds through various aspects
of basic care, setup, common repairs, and pickup installation. Whether it's cleaning
and polishing a beloved guitar, protecting it from theft or changes in humidity,
selecting a case, or performing diagnostics, readers will become more savvy
acoustic guitar owners and repair-shop customers and can forego dubious advice
from well-meaning friends and anonymous "experts" on the Web. Includes a primer
and glossary of terms.
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Contemporary Acoustic Guitar Design and Build (2nd Edition)
(Book). From the author of Amps! comes an essential survival guide for every
guitar player and amp owner. Packed with concise, clearly written tips on
troubleshooting and repairs, this guide teaches the secrets of maintenance and
fixing it yourself, with straightforward, step-by-step instructions using simple,
affordable, readily available tools. The book focuses on the most commonly
performed procedures, and contains over 150 photos and insider information from
technicians, engineers, and roadies.
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